VacationPackages.net Publishes Their Top Travel Destinations
For 2014
Vacation Packages has created a new editorial countdown of the very best vacation
spots for the year ahead, featuring well known favorites and exciting new
emergences.
Sunnyside, GA February 20, 2014 (FPRC) -- Vacations are an amazing way to discover new places
and immerse oneself in new experiences. However, many people spend year after year going to the
same place for a predictable experience that offers diminishing returns in terms of both relaxation
and enrichment year on year. There comes a time for everyone when it’s time to look somewhere
different, and VacationPackages.net has the answer. The site offers users a way to save hundreds
on their holiday packages, and has just published a list of the most exciting destinations for 2014 so
that people can have a new and unforgettable vacation experience.
The Top 10 Vacation Destinations for 2014 editorial includes amazing and uncommon destinations
like Iceland, where the hotsprings and aurora borealis are a once in a lifetime experience. Similarly,
they have less common tourist destinations like Cape Town, South Africa and Palermo, Sicily which
offer safaris, and vibrant markets respectively.
The article has also identified some desert island choices for the beach-hugging set that still offer
unique variations, such as Dominica in the Carribbean, and eastern European cities that offer
unique history and architecture that has only been seen by most in fairy tales. The article aims to
provide something new for everyone, no matter what they’re looking for.
A spokesperson for VacationPackages.net explained, “We aim not only to deliver cheap vacation
packages but great vacation packages too. Unbeatable price has to be supported by an unbeatable
experience, as we’re not interested in providing low cost alone, but rather amazing value. We have
been careful to develop our connections in these areas so that individuals who are interested in
having a holiday in these exciting destinations can find a package that offers them an amazing deal
to explore somewhere new. In this way, we are opening doors to our customers that they may not
have thought about, and we believe if anyone gives these places a chance, they’ll thank us for the
recommendation.”
About Vacation Packages: Vacation Packages is a leading hotel and travel price comparison site.
They use advanced search technology to find the best prices from hundreds of travel suppliers.
Users can find the best rates on hotel rooms, flights and rental cars. Users can save hundreds on
their next vacation by booking with us. For more information please visit:
http://vacationpackages.net/
Contact Information
For more information contact Kevin Huffman of Vacation Packages (http://)
1-800-754-8450
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